The images datatable is not ordered in descending order by default like the rest of datatables

Revision 7656a7b8 - 11/18/2013 05:23 PM - Daniel Molina

bug #2437: The images datatable is not ordered in descending order by default like the rest of datatables

Revision ab871adf - 11/18/2013 05:25 PM - Daniel Molina

bug #2437: The images datatable is not ordered in descending order by default like the rest of datatables(cherry picked from commit 7656a7b8f158aa128b78576b41ffa10cfa81de52)

Revision 998c3f8b - 11/20/2013 03:29 PM - Daniel Molina

bug #2437: Apply order parameter to all the data tables

Revision 582dda0c - 11/21/2013 03:26 PM - Daniel Molina

bug #2437: Apply order parameter to all the data tables

(cherry picked from commit 998c3f8b8c7519c052ea453041e822d3991de9e15)

The same problem is for "Virtual Networks".
#4 - 11/18/2013 08:34 PM - Ruben S. Montero
- Status changed from Closed to New
- Resolution deleted (fixed)

Reopen to take care of the VirtualNetworks

#5 - 11/19/2013 07:59 AM - Rolandas Naujikas

Also lists in Create and Launch windows for VM and Templates are not sorted properly. Probably there are more places with lists to sort.

#6 - 11/20/2013 03:29 PM - Daniel Molina
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed

It should be fixed with the last commit. Thank you for the feedback